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BRUSH PARK COMMUNITY MEETING

We asked...

How do you envision 
Brush Park in the 
future?

Directions:

•	 Rate the design based on your preference:

•	 Please add comments on the lines provided if you would like to explain your 
rating.
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BRUSH PARK COMMUNITY MEETING

Most Preferred Designs: 
Residential

TOWNHOMES TOWNHOMES TOWNHOMES

TOWNHOMESTOWNHOMES OTHER RESIDENTIAL

“very modern”
“good modern look”

“love the modern”



BRUSH PARK COMMUNITY MEETING

Most Preferred Designs:
Park, Public/Institution, Traditional Mixed Use

PARK PUBLIC/INSTITUTIONAL TRADITIONAL MIXED USE (WOODWARD)

“fantastic!”



BRUSH PARK COMMUNITY MEETING

Most Preferred Designs:
Neighborhood Mixed Use
“love!”

NEIGHBORHOOD MIXED USE NEIGHBORHOOD MIXED USE

NEIGHBORHOOD MIXED USENEIGHBORHOOD MIXED USE

“nice!”
“better than 
stand alone 
buildings”

“like the 
outdoor 
seating”

“yes!”

“love the 
outdoor 
seating”
“great 
sidewalk!”



BRUSH PARK COMMUNITY MEETING

Most Preferred Designs:
Historic Re-Use

MIXED USE OFFICE/RESIDENTIAL GARDEN CAFE RESTAURANT (FORMER CHURCH)

BUSINESSBUSINESS

“yes!”



BRUSH PARK COMMUNITY MEETING

Least Preferred Designs:

TOWNHOMES PUBLIC/INSTITUTIONAL (SENIOR HSG) NEIGHBORHOOD RETAIL

PARKING DECKPARKING DECK NEIGHBORHOOD RETAIL

“no drive-thru’s!”



BRUSH PARK COMMUNITY MEETING

Other comments about 
what you liked:

“creative”
“authentic”
“like ground floor retail”
“very modern”
“good modern look”
“love the modern”
“like the modern”
“love the courtyard and different 
building heights”
“like the outdoor seating”
“cool fence”
“yes - sidewalks!”

Other comments about 
what you didn’t like:

“no drive-thru’s” 
“who allowed that?!”

“doesn’t look useable”
“no thanks!”

“don’t want too much commercial”
“prefer mixed use to stand alone”

“not pedestrian-friendly”
“prefer smaller setbacks”

“generic”C

D



BRUSH PARK COMMUNITY MEETING

What are some of the
neighborhood’s current
Challenges?

Parking for residents.
Problems presented by 
students, game days, 

organization/group meetings.  
Is permit parking a possibility?

Current zoning restricts 
uses that residents want, 
including Live/Work and 

home businesses.

Traffic calming and control.

Code enforcement on 
vacant buildings and lots.

Ability for residents to help 
‘police’ the neighborhood.

Residents expressed interest in 
being able to take and send pictures 

to help with code enforcement.Diversity in development type.

A history of reactive 
planning and development.
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What else do 
residents want to see?

SAMPLE FROM RESIDENT SURVEYS TAKEN  2/12/13

“Point-person to assist and 
walk projects and issues through 

the various obstacles.”

“Get Greening of Detroit to 
plant trees in curb-side green 

spaces.”

“Start ticketing irresponsible 
land owners for open 

abandoned buildings and non-
maintenance.”

“Diversity of retail services.”

“Create and maintain a cohesive 
branding or identity as a 

neighborhood.”

“No more mega-developments 
like Crosswinds. Focus on small 

developers and investors.”

“Leverage sports fans as 
potential customers for 
business like restaurants, 

bars, cafes, etc.”

“I am looking forward to a 
restaurant/bar... something 

we can walk to with 
neighbors.”

“Permit parking.”

“Synergy with other 
developments like Whole 

Foods.”

“New businesses to attract 
new residents.”
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Design Summary
Desired Developments

RESIDENTIAL / TOWNHOMES

BRUSH PARK RESIDENTS WANT: 

RESIDENTIAL...
... to match the historic character of  existing buildings, 
multi-family developments, mid-rise in height, and 
townhomes that blend the historic character of  the 
neighborhood (e.g., similar materials on exterior 
structure) with modern touches.

PARK SPACE...
... of  urban character, to serve as a meeting place, with 
inviting places to sit.

PUBLIC/INSTITUTIONAL USES...
... with active landscapes and smaller setbacks.

A NEIGHBORHOOD CENTER...
... that provides residents with daily goods and services, 
combines retail with other uses (mixed use), has outdoor 
seating and dining, and has pleasant sidewalks and 
streetscape.

HISTORIC RE-USE...
... allowing multi-family and live/work uses and some 
uses that attract visitors with unique services (e.g., cafe). 

TRADITIONAL MIXED USE ON WOODWARD...
... with highest height requirements and mixed uses.

PARKING...
... that better serves residents (e.g., on-street permits) 
and any decks (near I-75) to be somewhat hidden or well-
integrated into the surrounding neighborhood.

PARK SPACE PUBLIC/INSTITUTIONAL NEIGHBORHOOD CENTER

HISTORIC RE-USE TRADITIONAL MIXED USE (WOODWARD) PARKING DECK
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Design Summary
Undesired Developments

UNDESIRABLE RESIDENTIAL / TOWNHOMES

BRUSH PARK RESIDENTS DON’T WANT: 

RESIDENTIAL...
... of  suburban character, low density, single use, and 
inappropriate materials that do not fit with the historic 
character of  other buildings in the neighborhood.

PARK SPACE...
... of  neither suburban nor Downtown character and 
design that is not usable for recreation or meeting places.

PUBLIC/INSTITUTIONAL USES...
... that are cut off  from their surroundings with fences, 
large setbacks, single uses, or isolated locations.

A NEIGHBORHOOD CENTER...
... that has single use or stand alone buildings, that 
does not provide basic residential goods and services, 
has uninteresting streetscape, and tenants that do not 
generate consistent activity.

HISTORIC RE-USE...
... with unimproved facades or restricted uses that may 
otherwise benefit the community, and lack of  financial 
incentives/high financial risk that may turn potential 
developers away.

TRADITIONAL MIXED USE ON WOODWARD...
... with low height or low density requirements, and lack 
of  interesting streetscape.

PARKING...
... that prioritizes visitors over residents.

UNDESIRABLE PARK UNDESIRABLE  PUBLIC/INSTITUTIONAL UNDESIRABLE NEIGHBORHOOD CENTER

UNDESIRABLE HISTORIC RE-USE UNDESIRABLE WOODWARD DESIGN UNDESIRABLE PARKING DECK


